The thermodynamics of polyamide-DNA recognition: hairpin polyamide binding in the minor groove of duplex DNA.
Crescent-shaped synthetic ligands containing aromatic amino acids have been designed for specific recognition of predetermined DNA sequences in the minor groove of DNA. Simple rules have been developed that relate the side-by-side pairings of Imidazole (Im) and Pyrrole (Py) amino acids to their predicted target DNA sequences. We report here thermodynamic characterization of the DNA-binding properties of the six-ring hairpin polyamide, ImImPy-gamma-PyPyPy-beta-Dp (where gamma = gamma-aminobutyric acid, beta = beta-alanine, and Dp = dimethylaminopropylamide). Our data reveal that, at 20 degrees C, this ligand binds with a relatively modest 1.8-fold preference for the designated match site, 5'-TGGTA-3', over the single base pair mismatch site, 5'-TGTTA-3'. By contrast, we find that the ligand exhibits a 102-fold greater affinity for its designated match site relative to the double base pair mismatch site, 5'-TATTA-3'. These results demonstrate that the energetic cost of binding to a double mismatch site is not necessarily equal to twice the energetic cost of binding to a single mismatch site. Our calorimetrically measured binding enthalpies and calculated entropy data at 20 degrees C reveal the ligand sequence specificity to be enthalpic in origin. We have compared the DNA-binding properties of ImImPy-gamma-PyPyPy-beta-Dp with the hairpin polyamide, ImPyPy-gamma-PyPyPy-beta-Dp (an Im --> Py "mutant"). Our data reveal that both ligands exhibit high affinities for their designated match sites, consistent with the Dervan pairing rules. Our data also reveal that, relative to their corresponding single mismatch sites, ImImPy-gamma-PyPyPy-beta-Dp is less selective than ImPyPy-gamma-PyPyPy-beta-Dp for its designated match site. This result suggests, at least in this case, that enhanced binding affinity can be accompanied by some loss in sequence specificity. Such systematic comparative studies allow us to begin to establish the thermodynamic database required for the rational design of synthetic polyamides with predictable DNA-binding affinities and specificities.